CURRENT
PROJECTS

AFLIGHT
Stories of human relocation, several generations back or more recent,
merge with comments from scientists, naturalists about flight, migration and climate.
Told through movement, sound and media, Aflight draws a picture of connections to
earth and to each other.

BORDER
3700 S Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington VA 22206

Border is not only a physical boundary. A broader notion of border, in sexual orientation,
race, gender, citizenship status, ethnicity and military service, is the foundation for
constructed vignettes in movement, voice and music.

703.933.1111
janefranklindance@gmail.com

BEAUTY AND THE BEAT
http://www.janefranklin.com

Physical story-telling and humorous fun inspired by true events and by Tom Waits,
"What's He Building in There?" The beauty of the moment is that it has a life of its own,
like a disaster waiting to happen if a tree falls in a forest!.

EYESOAR
The connotation of “eyesore”, an unpleasant sight in a public place, spins in EyeSOAR as
audio, video and movement highlight an industrial neighborhood. Space is getting tighter
and longtime occupants nestle within change..

"Jane Franklin's choreography is full of arresting visual pictures, including a repeated
motif of the trio holding their arms toward the
ceiling in exaltation-representing vividly Temporal Interference's gentle tugging at the
fabric of space and time."
Nick Green, Washington City Paper
"Wash Over You" works so well because of that trunk, because of the video animation
that accompanies the movement, and because the whimsy is so divinely fresh" Robert
Michael Oliver,
DCMetro Theater Arts

SITE SPECIFIC

Site specific or Outdoors
• on the steps of the Smithsonian American Art Museum
• in the lobby of Shakespeare Theatre Company Sidney Harman Hall
• on the portico at Charles Beatley Library in Alexandria
• at Powhatan Skate Park

INCIDENCE
3700 S Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington VA 22206

Dancers manipulate a life size kinetic sculpture responding
to horizontal and vertical configurations. Seen outdoors at VelocityDC Dance
Festival, for Northern Virginia Fine Arts Festival, and other non-traditional locaitons

703.933.1111
janefranklindance@gmail.com

CUTE ANIMALS
http://www.janefranklin.com

Dogs and their owners experiment with Jane Franklin Dance in an outdoor celebration
of pets and movement.

DOUBLE TAKE
Inspired by the architecture of a specific site, movement is created and videorecorded. The audience then experiences two versions; first as a video backdrop for
live performance, then at the actual location of the video recording.

AUTO-AUDIO
A parking lot, speaker in the trunk, headlights, any old building becomes a delightful
backdrop for delicious outdoor dance.

BIO SHEET

YOU OUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT
JANE FRANKLIN DANCE

3700 S Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington VA 22206
703.933.1111
janefranklindance@gmail.com

http://www.janefranklin.com

"a distinctly American piece of
multi-media artistry"
- Yvonne French, DCMetro
Theater Arts
.

Jane Franklin Dance celebrates movement and makes dance accessible to a wide range
of audiences through public performances, community engagement, dance education,
and collaborations with artists from other disciplines.
Movement is partnered with digital and visual arts, community participation, and music.
The company has been presented at the Kennedy Center Millennium Stage, Clarice
Smith Performing Arts Center, Dance Place, Grace Street Theater, Dance Bethesda, Old
Dominion University's Choreographers' Showcase, New York's International Dance
Festival, Charlotte Dance Festival in North Carolina, Richmond's "Yes, Virginia-Dance!"
and in Mexico with the interactive Temporal Interference, which was then performed at
College of Arts & Media at University of Colorado Denver.
Collaborative projects have been funded in multiple years by the Virginia Commission,
the Alexandria Commission, and the Arlington Commission for the Arts, American
Composers Forum - Washington DC Chapter and from foundations including Arlington
Community Foundation and Washington Forrest Foundation. Jane Franklin is a recipient
of the Community Foundation for the National Capital Region Creative Communities
Initiative grant for a dance/video project inspired by round wall skateboarding. An
installation art and dance piece, Incidence, was presented by Mead Theatre Lab, a
project of the Cultural Development Corporation. Jane Franklin was selected for Source
Festival Artistic Blind Dates, received the American Association of University Women
Elizabeth Campbell Award for the Advancement of the Arts in Arlington, Special
Opportunity Awards for public art projects for the City of Alexandria, and Arlington
Economic Development Non Profit Capacity Building Program. Jane's video work was
presented at PHOTO/VIDEO 13: JURIED MID-ATLANTIC EXHIBITION.
Jane Franklin Dance has been presented at numerous area festivals including
VelocityDC, Northern Virginia Fine Arts Festival, Atlas INTERSECTIONS and Capital
Fringe in Washington DC. Forty+ and workshops for older adults provide adult dance
programming such as free healthy movement workshops at senior centers, classes for
active older adults and rare performance opportunities for dancers over age 40.
Performances for children delight young audiences with imaginative storytelling.
Camps and after school projects provide intensive learning in movement, theatre and
visual art. Jane Franklin Dance has been recognized by Virginia's Governor's Award for
Excellence in the Arts and the company tours for the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Paul
Mellon Arts in Education Program and the Virginia Commission's Tour Directory. The
company performs for young audiences through the Arlington County Humanities
Project.
Jane Franklin Dance is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization under section 509(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code EIN# 74-2179431.

YOUTH

PERFORMANCES FOR CHILDREN
Mouse in House is about an unlikely friendship between reclusive 19thcentury poet Emily Dickinson and a lively mouse.
The Big Meow is a story of the need for belonging. Told through the
experiences of Little Cat, a potential weakness is a unique strength.
Emotions are associated with color in Splatter.
A pup with bad habits learns new tricks in Complete Dogness.
A workshop may precede or follow any performance to explore the on-stage
content through active participation.
3700 S Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington VA 22206
703.933.1111
janefranklindance@gmail.com

http://www.janefranklin.com

.

AFTER SCHOOL, DAY & SUMMER CAMPS
Movement, theater, and visual arts promote active learning. Physical skills
increase through a daily or weekly practice that explores creativity,
cooperative interaction. Workshops may be coordinated with after school
staff or parent-teacher organizations.

RESIDENCY
"Exquisite found
moments.....explored with
innocence and integrity."
Lisa Traiger, The Washington
Post

"You all made an excellent
decision to bring Jane
Franklin Dance. What a
talented group of dancers and
innovative choreography."
Dr. Marilou Johnson,
Associate Dean of the College
of Arts & Letters, James
Madison University, New
Dance Festival"

A residency includes multiple classes and covers a few days or several
weeks. Residencies are crafted to suit the needs of each school or
community and can be coordinated to include core curriculum topics.
Supplementary activities such as performances or Teacher intensives may
be added.

ARTS INTEGRATION FOR TEACHERS
Movement provides a creative connection to curriculum. Fundamental dance
elements and developmental theory provide a basis to encourage student
exploration and critical thinking. Professional Development workshops can
be crafted for a specific subject area.

ADULT

Jane Franklin Dance engages adults with:
• with on site workshops
• with activities that communicate artistic process
• with personal enrichment that promotes health and social connection
• with community-driven projects

PERFORMANCE
3700 S Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington VA 22206

Forty+ Projects celebrate the collective creativity of people past the age of 40 resulting
in a unique tapestry of collaboration. Projects explore movement and performance
technique within a creative premise. Materials are discovered, repeated and rehearsed.
The project is open to people of all physical facilities. No previous performance
experience is necessary.

703.933.1111
janefranklindance@gmail.com

WORKSHOPS FOR OLDER ADULTS
http://www.janefranklin.com

A blend of directed movement and social dance, workshops incorporate a music
playlist of lively oldies, Latin rhythms and popular tunes. The physical benefits are
undeniable. Dance uses the whole body and offers a heart healthy workout.

TECHNIQUE, REPERTORY, COMPOSITION
Dance technique integrates and refines movement and expressive potential.
Composition is a movement lab to generate creative content. Repertory brings a local
choreographer together with dancers from the community as well as experienced
professionals.
,
..conclusive proof that compelling art can be developed with community participation."
-Nicole DeWald
Arts Coordinator City of Greenbelt MD
Jane Franklin is the recipient of the American Association of University Women
Elizabeth Campbell Award for the Advancement of the Arts in Arlington.

PRESS

''Sometimes Franklin seems more like a composer than a choreographer, frequently
breaking her pieces into separate ''movements,'' each with its own funky rhythm. Of
course, modern dance has very few rules, and Franklin breaks all of 'em.''
- Nick Green, Washington City Paper

''It's a natural rhythm if you like to make things, and choreographer Jane Franklin finds
a synchronicity between movement and image."
- DCMetro Theater Arts
''A fine-tuned sense of humor ... and the simple, silly pleasure of keeping a feather
afloat with your breath '' - The Richmond Times Dispatch
3700 S Four Mile Run Drive
Arlington VA 22206
703.933.1111
janefranklindance@gmail.com

http://www.janefranklin.com

''Franklin has the ability to choreograph with a twinkle or a sigh and do both without
undue sentiment.' - The Washington Post
''Peer into the trials and tribulations of love, cohabitation, and relationship that is
Niche. This whimsical journey draws in audiences of all kinds whether your bag is
music, visual art, dance, or theater.''
- Ilana Silverstein, DCMetro Theater Arts
''...wildly creative'' - Britt Oliver, DC Theatre Scene
"Franklin works remarkably well with children, teasing out of them movements that
rarely look canned or forced.''
- Lisa Traiger, The Washing ton Post
''The workshops were a tremendous success and a real treat for our students, many of
whom had never before participated in a dance class. ''
- Bridget Kraft, After -School Activities Curator,
Randolph Elementary
''Jane Franklin and her troupe have a way of involving people in dance who would have
sworn they couldn't dance a step.''
- Seniors in Action
''When you 're looking for fresh choreography, it's hard to get more of-the-moment
than the Jane Franklin Dance Company 's 24 Hour Dance Project.''
- Alex Baldinger, The Washington Post
''...bring your children to this show full of laughter, fun and play, which in the end has
a deeper purpose and most importantly brings the community together.''
- Yasmeen Enahora, DCMetro Theater Arts

